Investigation and development of maize fused network analysis with multi-omics.
Maize is a critically important staple crop in the whole world, which has contributed to both economic security and food in planting areas. The main target for researchers and breeding is the improvement of maize quality and yield. The use of computational biology methods combined with multi-omics for selecting biomolecules of interest for maize breeding has been receiving more attention. Moreover, the rapid growth of high-throughput sequencing data provides the opportunity to explore biomolecules of interest at the molecular level in maize. Furthermore, we constructed weighted networks for each of the omics and then integrated them into a final fused weighted network based on a nonlinear combination method. We also analyzed the final fused network and mined the orphan nodes, some of which were shown to be transcription factors that played a key role in maize development. This study could help to improve maize production via insights at the multi-omics level and provide a new perspective for maize researchers. All related data have been released at http://lab.malab.cn/∼jj/maize.htm.